Benson Hall

“At the same time Wallace and others experienced feelings of isolation and disillusionment strong enough to cause them to seriously question their decisions to attend Vanderbilt, there remained pockets of support among certain white professors and administrators...One such ally was English professor Vereen Bell, who would become a friend for life to Wallace” (Maraniss, 2014, p.192).

Vereen Bell joined the College of Arts and Science in 1961. Originally from Georgia, “Bell was a rare progressive in the famously conservative Vanderbilt English Department” (Maraniss, 2014, p.192). Following a short stint at Louisiana State University, he moved to Nashville, already active in the civil rights movement (Maraniss, 2014, p.193). Bell “understood the wide gulf that separated these new [black] students from the majority of professors leading their studies and sought ways to signal that he was different. By the time Wallace entered his senior year, the Bell home on Graybar Lane would become the site of frequent casual dinner parties for black students, a safe haven where Wallace and Murray in particular would relax and laugh for hours on end” (Maraniss, 2014, p.193).

Bell was especially important to Wallace in the wake of his mother’s death. He “knew the loneliness that Wallace was experiencing...and he took special delight in watching Wallace lose himself among his friends” at one of Bell’s infamous parties (Maraniss, 2014, p.332). When the 1970 article outlining the reality of Wallace’s experience was released in the Tennessean, Bell was surprised by the public reaction of shock; “to him what Wallace had endured ‘was so obvious,’” such was his understanding of the black student experience at Vanderbilt (Maraniss, 2014, p.357).

One of the oldest buildings on campus, Benson Hall has been home to the English department for over 30 years.

Benton Chapel

Reverend Beverley Asbury, Vanderbilt’s first university chaplain, was hired to “open up the university socially, religiously, and racially” (Maraniss, 2014, p.129). Upon his arrival, he was quoted in the Hustler as saying, “I expect to deal with things in the pulpit that are significant to human life...For example, I don’t think you can work out questions of personal morality and ignore the broader problems of society such as poverty, racial justice and housing” (Maraniss, 2014, p.129). “While Asbury became an unpopular figure in conservative circles on campus and around town, he succeeded in changing the tone of campus discourse in just the way [Chancellor] Heard had imagined...Heard backed Asbury unconditionally; in turn, Asbury spoke out in ways the chancellor could not” (Maraniss, 2014, p.129-130).

He became a strong advocate for student activism, intellectual curiosity, and free expression of ideas. Asbury’s sermons in the Benton Chapel tapped heavily into the social climate of the day, and he sought to connect with the Vanderbilt student body, particularly underrepresented students like Perry Wallace. “In his sermons and Hustler editorials, Reverend Asbury practically begged students to get involved in the social and moral issues of the day and even to protest...[He] told students that ‘the function of a university [lies]...in stimulating both dissent and involvement and responding positively to [controversial issues]’” (Maraniss, 2014, p.202). It was Asbury who set up the initial meeting between Wallace, his peers, and Vanderbilt administrators in Kirkland Hall, after hearing of “the courage it took for these ‘normal kids’ simply to exist at Vanderbilt” (Maraniss, 2014, p.194).

On the weekend of homecoming in 1967, Asbury delivered his first anti-war sermon from the pulpit of Benton Chapel. Over the next few years, Asbury was renowned for delivering sermons that were “veering too far to
the left” for many conservative locals (Maraniss, 2014, p.267). In February of 1969, as part of Vanderbilt’s Negro History week, “famed Mississippi political activist” Fannie Lou Hamer delivered an address on “her religious and political perspectives” (Maraniss, 2014, p.314). After the event, Hamer and Wallace shared stories of their struggles with one another – a moment that Wallace remembers as “one of the most transformative in his life” (Maraniss, 2014, p.315). Reverend Asbury continued to be an important mentor and friend to Wallace throughout his time at Vanderbilt, even attending the funeral of Perry’s mother (Maraniss, 2014, p.331).

Carmichael Towers
Named for former Chancellor Oliver Carmichael, the Carmichael Towers residence halls were opened in March of 1967. That fall, “many of Vanderbilt’s first black students recognized that there were dangers in either scenario-[transferring to other schools or creating a formal black student association]-that contradicted the very reason they had chosen Vanderbilt in the first place” (Maraniss, 2014, p.207). As Diann White, a senior who had been one of the first female black students to live on campus, recalled “the Negro students on campus tend[ed] to form a close-knit group...[robbing] the student[s] of the experience of meeting and comparing different kinds of people, an experience that should constitute a large part of a college education” (Maraniss, 2014, p.207).

Despite these concerns about self-segregation, plans for the Afro-American Student Association were being finalized, and Vanderbilt’s black students sought organized social activity. They found a social hub “on the eleventh floor of one of the Carmichael Towers buildings” (Maraniss, 2014, p.208). Saturday nights, “Morris Morgan, the underage kid who loved sneaking around campus, turned the study lounge into a party room...[He] would carry his Marantz stereo system down the hall; students, including Wallace and Dillard, would bring their records; the lights would be turned down low; and the kids would hang out...and dance” (Maraniss, 2014, p.208). “The lounge became so synonymous with black life on campus” that a student-launched literary magazine, “filled with poetry, essays, and other commentary on the black experience” was titled Rap from the 11th Floor (Maraniss, 2014, p.208). The Carmichael lounge became a haven of security, comfort, and community that unified black students from Vanderbilt, Fisk and Tennessee State University, in the midst of growing social and political unrest.

Introduction to North Nashville
This is Andrew Maraniss, the author of Strong Inside, and I’d like to tell you a little bit about Nashville - the city of Nashville - as a character in this book. The subject of the book, Perry Wallace, was born here in Nashville at Meharry Hospital, which was the leading university hospital for African American doctors throughout the 1900s. He was born here at Meharry; he grew up in North Nashville just a mile or two from the Vanderbilt campus, but proverbially across the other side of the tracks. It was a poor part of town but it was a very proud part of town. Jefferson Street, which is still there, was the main business and entertainment thoroughfare of North Nashville. Every leading African American entertainer of the 1950s and 60s, like Ray Charles and Ella Fitzgerald, performed at the clubs on Jefferson Street.

But the real heart of the area was Pearl High School. And that building is still there; it’s now known as Martin Luther King Magnet School, but it’s the same building that housed Pearl High School. This is where every African American in Nashville went to high school from the late 1800s until the 1950s, when finally another African American high school was built in Nashville. This was during segregation days, so there weren’t integrated schools at that point. But, the teachers there primarily were graduates of Fisk University and Tennessee State – I think half of the teachers had Masters degrees. These were incredibly talented people teaching the students at Pearl. Perry was not just a great basketball player at Pearl High School, but also a great student. He was the valedictorian of his class; he was a great trumpet player and he’d walk across town to take trumpet lessons at Tennessee State University, which was known as Tennessee A&I back in those
Another key aspect of Nashville in this book is the area around 5th Avenue downtown, and this is where the lunch counter sit-ins took place in 1960 - some of the first of those famous lunch counter sit-ins protesting segregation in the entire country. In February of 1960 they started in Greensboro, North Carolina, and then the second city that had major protests against segregation was here in Nashville. It was a Vanderbilt Divinity student named Reverend James Lawson who was sent to Nashville by Martin Luther King, who was leading African American students in these protests. They were primarily students from Fisk, TSU, and American Baptist Bible School who would just take their seats at the stools at these lunch counters, which was illegal in Nashville at the time. There were white people who would surround them and pour coffee on them, burn cigarettes out on their flesh, and knock them off the stools, and it was the African American students who were arrested for breaking the law and sitting at these lunch counters. Perry Wallace was just 12 years old then, but he was watching. He and his friends would walk over from their neighborhood in North Nashville, which is over by where the Tennessee Titans practice facility is now. They would walk downtown to 5th Avenue and watch the protests with their own eyes; they wanted to see what was happening. So, by the time Perry Wallace arrives here on campus as a pioneer, he’s already seen college students acting as pioneers in action, even as a 12-year-old kid. So, as you walk around Nashville, there’s a great history in this city, and almost all of it relates to this book. I talk about that in the book, so I hope that’s one of the aspects that you’ll enjoy. It was definitely one of my favorite parts of writing it - expanding the story beyond the basketball court and beyond the campus, and really placing it in the context of this great city.

K.C. Potter Center
When Perry Wallace arrived at Vanderbilt in 1966, Assistant Dean of Men K.C. Potter was the only administrator with substantial experience working with black students. “Though only in his mid-twenties, [Potter] became the go-to staffer for advice [on working with black students] by virtue of his having attended the integrated Berea College as an undergraduate” (Maraniss, 2014, p.117). Potter was well aware of the difficulties black students faced on campus. He even “recalled the story of one black student who came to Vanderbilt full of an optimism and energy that was uncommon for any freshman, black or white. By the time he graduated…the young man was as bitter and disillusioned as any he had ever seen” (Maraniss, 2014, p.131-132).

Potter was often a visible representative of the administration’s progressive stance on student activism and dissent. He regularly attended student protests on campus, ensuring that they were carried out peacefully and that all points of view were represented. At the time of the 1967 riots in North Nashville, “Potter drove around town with campus police until 4:00 a.m., patrolling the area near the riots to see if the violence would spill over toward the Vanderbilt campus, and to gather intelligence in case a march against Vanderbilt was planned” (Maraniss, 2014, p.186). His dedication to ensuring the safety of all students at Vanderbilt was readily apparent, as was his stance on free speech. He is remembered as articulating the many times that he “stood up when some person who was in charge of a speak-out would say, “No, we’re not going to hear from anybody with that point of view,” and [he] would walk up to the microphone and say, “We’re going to hear all points of view, no matter what.”” (Maraniss, 2014, p.204).

Dedicated in the fall of 2008, the K.C. Potter Center honors Potter’s relentless dedication to marginalized populations, freedom of speech, and peaceful activism during his 36 years at Vanderbilt. Potter provided his own home as a meeting space for Lambda, Vanderbilt’s undergraduate gender-sexuality alliance, to find their voice in the Vanderbilt community. Today, the K.C. Potter Center is home to the Office of LGBTQI Life, in honor of the unflagging support Potter provided to Vanderbilt students of all backgrounds and identities.
Kirkland Hall
Named after James H. Kirkland, Vanderbilt's longest serving Chancellor, Kirkland Hall is the oldest building on campus. Chancellor Kirkland led the reconstruction of the building after a fire in 1905, and it stands today as a universally recognized landmark of the university.

From 1963 to 1982, Kirkland Hall housed Chancellor Alexander Heard, the university's fifth chancellor. From the offices of Kirkland, Heard set in motion his plans to spur Vanderbilt toward intellectual diversity, academic excellence, and national prominence. Heard was a progressive man for his time, understanding of the predicament of black students on Vanderbilt's campus and well-liked by many. It was from his office in Kirkland Hall that Heard asked head basketball coach Roy Skinner to recruit Vanderbilt's first black player.

Eighteen-year-old Perry Wallace, only seven months into his time at Vanderbilt, led a group of black students up the stairs of Kirkland Hall in the spring of 1967 to meet with Chancellor Heard and other administrators about the concerns of black students on campus. Leading his fellow students up the imposing staircase, Wallace reflected, “I was scared…to lead our group to see the chancellor…but I took the step” (Maraniss, 2014, p.197). As Maraniss describes, “For Wallace, the encounter was an empowering experience, a bookend of sorts to his meeting with Coach Skinner...Within the span of weeks, he had spoken frankly with the two most important authority figures in his life at Vanderbilt” (Maraniss, 2014, p.198). Following this monumental meeting and the conclusion of his freshman year, Wallace noted that the significance of the challenges and opportunities he would encounter at Vanderbilt began to sink in; he “finally became a real pioneer” (Maraniss, 2014, p.199).

Kirkland Hall continues to be a landmark stop on the journey for pioneering students at Vanderbilt. Still today, students find their way to the chancellor's doorstep to express their desires for an equitable and inclusive experience. Just as Wallace understood “that change wasn't going to happen overnight," he also accepted the challenge to stay and to “[make] a commitment to making some change” (Maraniss, 2014, p.198). Our community today must also accept the challenge; that to be a member of our community is to continuously work to better our community and that everyone has a role in doing so.

Library Lawn
At his installation ceremony on the Library Lawn in October 1963, Chancellor Heard set the tone that would define much of his time in office. He shared his unapologetic belief that in order to meet its potential as a “national academic power” (Maraniss, 2014, p.55), Vanderbilt would need to tackle critical issues like race head-on. In his address, Heard proclaimed that “By definition...a university must be a place where anybody's plea for a fuller freedom can be calmly heard, fairly debated, and conclusions about it stated freely. The more perplexing a public issue is, the more significant to society is this inherent responsibility of a university” (Maraniss, 2014, p.56). This represented a major shift in the approach the university would take on critical national issues.

As Chancellor, “Heard was highly regarded both locally and nationally as an expert on the roots – and future – of student expression and protest,” and yet that “came with an increasing burden of responsibility” (Maraniss, 2014, p.358). He was also immensely popular with students, black and white, because “he wasn't the type of administrator who took high-profile public positions on controversial issues for love of the spotlight, while simultaneously ignoring the university’s core constituents, its students...he was willing to speak out on racial issues in a very public way but also willing to sit down for an uncomfortable but important conversation with his black undergraduates” (Maraniss, 2014, p.197).

For his efforts and policies, Heard was questioned frequently by other administrators, community members, and members of the Board of Trust. Yet even still, he continued to challenge his staff to find ways to alleviate
the burden black students carried on campus, as he demonstrated his support for student interests. At his core, Heard believed “that differing points of view [were] inevitable and desirable in a university at work” (Maraniss, 2014, p.127).

In 1984, the library was renamed in honor of Emeritus Chancellor Heard and his wife Jean, for to honor their support and work at Vanderbilt. Throughout Heard’s tenure as Chancellor and Perry Wallace’s time on campus and to this day, Library Lawn continues to provide a backdrop to countless student protests, demonstrations, and social movements.

**Margaret Cunningham Women’s Center**
In 1972, Chancellor Heard commissioned a group to investigate “women’s roles and responsibilities” throughout Vanderbilt (Vanderbilt University, 2016). As a result of the commission, the university opened its women center in 1977. Eleven years later, the center was renamed in honor of Margaret Cunningham, former Dean of Women and Dean of Student Services. Cunningham served as Dean of Women during Perry Wallace’s time at Vanderbilt, a period characterized by the introduction of novel residential policies, shifting cultural norms on campus, and heightened civil rights activity.

Today, the Margaret Cunningham Women’s Center embodies Cunningham’s dedication to providing an affirming space for all Vanderbilt students. The Women’s Center “acknowledges and actively resists sexism, racism, homophobia, and all forms of oppression while advocating for social change” (Vanderbilt University, 2016).

**Memorial Gym**
This is Andrew Maraniss, the author of *Strong Inside*; let me tell you a little bit about Memorial Gym, which just happens to be my favorite place in all of Nashville. I actually had my wedding rehearsal dinner at Memorial Gym, and I proposed to my wife actually after seeing a Vanderbilt basketball game there, as well. This gym was built in the 1950s as a memorial to Vanderbilt students who died during World War 2; that’s where the name comes from. It was designed by a famous Nashville architect named Edwin Keeble, and when you’re downtown you might see the L&C Tower, which is the oldest skyscraper in Nashville. Edwin Keeble designed that building as well. There’s also several churches and homes around town; he was sort of the most prominent architect in Nashville in the middle of the 20th century. The building was originally designed to hold not just basketball games, but also things like concerts, operas, and plays, and that’s why it has sort of a theatrical appearance when you go inside. There are balconies; it feels more like a shoebox than an oval like most basketball courts. That’s why there were intended to be orchestra pits along the sidelines. So, if you’re sitting in the front row of the student section, you’re basically looking straight out at about shoe- or calf-level of the basketball players. Again, that’s why another unique aspect of Memorial Gym is that the teams sit on the baseline, rather than the sidelines, so they don’t block the view of the fans in the first couple of rows.

This building has been used for much more than just basketball over the years. Prominent speakers, such as Martin Luther King and Robert F. Kennedy have given sold-out speeches in Memorial Gym. Otis Redding, the 1960s soul sensation, gave his last concert at Memorial Gym and then passed away in a famous airplane crash a couple of days later. But, the gym is primarily known as the home of the Vanderbilt Commodores basketball team. In old Nashville, in the 50s and 60s before there were professional sports in town, Vandy basketball was the thing to do. This gym was built without the balconies that you see in it today initially, but Edwin Keeble left some blueprints so that those balconies could be built. You couldn’t get a ticket to a Vanderbilt basketball game; it was definitely the hottest ticket in town. Over the years, throughout the 60s, they gradually expanded the capacity to what it is today – over 14,000.
In terms of my book, this gym plays a very key role. It was the site of the state high school basketball tournament in 1966, which was the first integrated tournament in Tennessee history, and also the first integrated tournament in the entire south. Perry Wallace’s high school, Pearl High School here in Nashville, went undefeated that season, including the state tournament at Memorial Gym, and won the state championship, which was a historic game being the first integrated season and then going undefeated and winning the tournament. Roy Skinner, the Vanderbilt coach, was there to see Perry play, and the very next season Perry Wallace was here on campus as a Vanderbilt freshman. So, he made history again as the first African American basketball player in the Southeastern Conference at Memorial Gym. As a freshman, they had freshman and varsity teams then, so he made that history on the freshman team. Then, the following year in a game at the gym he made history again as the first black varsity basketball player in the SEC. There have been many, many number one teams in the country beaten at Memorial Gym. I hope that you’ll go to the basketball games there. There’s nothing like it when it’s a big game and those cinder blocks really amplify the sound. It’s quite an experience when there’s a loud game in there and the crowd definitely makes a difference in the outcome of the games. Like I said, it’s my favorite place to be in Nashville; I’ve had so many great experiences there, and I hope that you will, too.

**Murray House**

One of Perry Wallace’s closest friends from elementary school was Walter Murray (Maraniss, 2014, p.41). “From an early age, [Murray] was a natural politician in the best sense…with an uncanny ability to relate to people on both sides of an issue – big or small – in a way that inspired both camps to have confidence in him” (Maraniss, 2014, p.41). “Murray’s...ability not only to empathize with others but also to actively help people manage their circumstances made him a particularly helpful best friend to Perry Wallace” (Maraniss, 2014, p.42).

Murray’s arrival at Vanderbilt was greeted with an ugliness in the classroom that was not unique for black students on campus (Maraniss, 2014, p.131). Even still, Murray and Wallace found inspiration in each other and with “the humble but dogged struggling spirit that had brought [them], and those like [them], that far” (Maraniss, 2014, p.131). Consistently, when things continued to be difficult for Wallace, Murray would encourage him to press on (Maraniss, 2014, p.192). Donna Murray recalled, “Walter could always see the big picture, and he understood that there were those who admitted blacks to school thinking it was a grand experiment, and if it didn’t work out, then “Oh, well, too bad,”...He would always talk to the kids who were thinking about leaving and say, “You’ve got to stick it out. We will support you, but it’s important that you stay”” (Maraniss, 2014, p.192).

Not only an ardent support of his peers, Murray recognized the importance of student-led initiatives for change. He “and many of his black classmates sensed that administrators and faculty members...were committed to improving campus life for black students, but the problem, Murray told a Hustler reporter, was that ‘we don’t live with the administration; we live with the student body, and that is where the ultimate change must come. We are not begging for the white student’s love or pity. We are just interested in seeing Vanderbilt become a place where any individual will feel free to participate’” (Maraniss, 2014, p.206).

The friendship between Wallace and Murray continued “all the way to Murray’s deathbed, when Perry was one of the last people to sit with Walter and to console his wife, Donna, Walter’s high school sweetheart” (Maraniss, 2014, p.12). In future years, Vanderbilt would name a new residence hall after Murray and institute an annual lecture series in his honor.

**Seigenthaler Center**

As editor of the *Tennessean* from 1962 – 1989, John Seigenthaler was deeply familiar with the campus culture of the Vanderbilt community and its many stakeholders. Seigenthaler closely covered the Vanderbilt search
that resulted in the hiring of Chancellor Heard in 1963. When the chairman of the search committee Edwin Craig came to Seigenthaler to ask that the Tennessean stop referring to Heard as “a liberal,” Seigenthaler consented, despite his dedication to freedom of speech, recognizing that Heard’s “selection was an effort to atone [for the Lawson controversy]” (Maraniss, 2014, p.55). Seigenthaler and Heard would become friends and continue to share a passion for protecting free speech and providing a space for different voices to be heard.

Seigenthaler and the Tennessean consistently tracked the pulse of Vanderbilt campus life, reporting often on hot-button social issues stemming from events like the university’s “Impact” speaker symposium. The Tennessean had a long progressive tradition, a reputation that was strengthened under the watch of Seigenthaler, who had worked for a time in Robert F. Kennedy’s Justice Department” (Maraniss, 2014, p.353). The paper also closely reported on Vanderbilt basketball during Perry Wallace’s time on the team.

It was Seigenthaler who provided the space for Frank Sutherland to publish the 1970 article entitled “Lonely 4 Years for VU Star: ‘They Meant Well,’” chronicling Wallace’s truthful account of his experience at Vanderbilt. His progressive reputation remained intact as he fielded angry phone calls and lost subscriptions as a result of the article’s premiere.

Seigenthaler regularly engaged with Vanderbilt students in any way possible, and was a close friend of the university throughout his tenure as editor of the Tennessean. A fierce defender of the first amendment, he founded the First Amendment Center at Vanderbilt in 1991. The building, named in Seigenthaler’s honor by the Vanderbilt Board of Trust in 2002, stands today as a testament to his devotion to first amendment values.

Sarratt Student Center – Home of the Hustler

In 1965, a senior sports editor for the Vanderbilt Hustler set out to tell a story that he believed marked a pivotal moment in the history of the institution; Perry Wallace was considering matriculation. Van Magers called on Coach Skinner with his plan to interview Wallace. Skinner’s reaction – “‘just don’t talk about race.’ Magers was [first] dumbfounded” and then went off and wrote a piece entirely about race (Maraniss, 2014, p.98). Later that spring, Wallace would make his decision to attend Vanderbilt; a decision influenced in part by the article Magers had dared to author. Magers, a White man from Jackson, Mississippi, had chosen to speak his mind on the topic of race, no matter how uncomfortable it made his readers, and it had made a significant difference in the course of history. A few years later, another Hustler reporter would take the very same approach.

As a first-year student, Frank Sutherland pursued his passion for reporting with the Hustler, eventually catching the eye of John Seigenthaler and landing a place at the Tennessean in 1963. “He wrote about education matters for the Tennessean and had been the paper’s Vanderbilt correspondent, covering campus issues, not athletics” (Maraniss, 2014, p.352). Though “he was not yet considered a rising superstar” at the paper, he managed to land a historical interview with Perry Wallace.

When Wallace arrived to speak with Sutherland, he “had a keen understanding of the power of the media to influence public opinion...He also understood, however, that what he planned to talk about would anger a lot of people – so much so, he believed, that he would almost certainly not have the option of living and working in Nashville after graduation. As he walked through Sutherland’s door... he was fully in control of what he wanted to say and how he wanted to say it” (Maraniss, 2014, p.353). Sutherland recalls being “struck by Wallace’s composure throughout the interview, feeling that the man he was talking to was ‘articulate, sensitive, aware, and hurt,’ more disappointed than angry” (Maraniss, 2014, p.355).
The public outcry following the release of the article, though difficult, was telling in just how little the public understood about Wallace’s journey at Vanderbilt. “Given his background covering civil rights, Sutherland was accused by some of manipulating Wallace’s words, or goading him into making controversial statements...[though] many of Sutherland’s black friends called with words of support, telling him that nobody in their right mind should be surprised by anything Wallace had said...More than anything, Sutherland began to realize, reader reaction was some combination of disappointment, sadness, anger, and exasperation” (Maraniss, 2014, p.357). Sutherland astutely pointed out that “‘many folks...in the sixties and seventies, [thought] that once [you had] integrated with one person, [you had] done your job”’ (Maraniss, 2014, p.357).

In 1989, Sutherland was named editor of the *Tennessean*. He retired from the post in 2004.
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